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Making Special Events Promote Urban Development

On the impact of various "special events" on city planning and
development in Munich

Short Outline

The city of Munich has experienced, over the last decades, some special events -
Olympic Games and garden exhibitions, with a forthcoming Soccer World
Championship - which required extraordinary efforts. Integrated into long-term
development strategies, these events have lasting effects mainly by improving the
infrastructure and by creating new locational advantages and urban qualities. The
results and conditions of this success story are discussed in the case study.

1.
Location of special events
in Munich

Planning Background

Munich, state capital of Bavaria within the Federal Republic of Germany, has experienced,
over the last decades, some special events which required extraordinary efforts. Integrated
into long-term development strategies, these events had - or will have - lasting effects by
improving the infrastructure and creating new locations and urban qualities.

Munich has a remarkable tradition of what now is called "strategic thinking" in planning. In
1893, the City decided to base its plans for future development on the results of a
competition - the first in Germany to deal not only with extension areas for new buildings but
also with the consequences of such extensions for the built-up area. The innovative element
in this approach is reflected by the fact that only eleven entries were received; the jury could
not agree on a first prize but selected a group of four without further ranking, and the city
employed a young architect to derive from them the definitive concept.
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His name was Theodor Fischer, and he soon became one of the leading authorities in
German town planning. His work was a land-use plan determining both type and intensity of
use - one of the first of this comprehensive scope in Germany. Approved in 1902, it guided
Munich's development well into the inter-war years and in some aspects even beyond; the
megalomaniac plans of the National Socialist era remained mainly on paper.

War destructions facilitated a new concept for traffic improvement, but generally Munich was
known in the immediate post-war time for an approach to reconstruction which seemed
rather conservative - much criticised at its time but later valued for the retention of historic
characteristics. In 1946, a first memorandum on reconstruction took already some strategic
aspects into consideration - not only for the city, but for the entire agglomeration.
Nevertheless, times seemed too uncertain for establishing a general development concept.
This had to wait until 1963, a few years after planning had received a new legal base through
Federal legislation.

This plan with a horizon for implementation of 30 years also looked beyond the very tight city
boundaries and made proposals for new towns, road and rail infrastructure etc. to
accomodate continued growth of population, employment, and traffic in the city region. It
provided the framework for the preparations to host the Olympic Games in 1972 which
accelerated especially the envisaged improvements of the transportation system.

2.
Development
concept 1963

In 1975, a new general plan was enacted which not only dealt with the new requirements and
trends developed within the preceding decade and with the after-effects of the Olympic
boom; its catchword "City in Balance" reflected the need for gaining social stability in urban
development. Quality of life rather than quantitative growth, decentralisation and polycentric
structure rather than centralisation were the conceptual guidelines. At the same time, the
plan was marked by a new understanding of planning which was no longer content with
"seeking to proffer a guiding hand to the trend of natural evolution" (Abercrombie 1936), but
was to represent the spatial aspect of an integrated development concept - economic,
ecological, social, spatial -, toward a consistent goal system based on a great amount of
local research. Soon, however, these expectations proved overambitious - also in view of an
economic recession which severely limited the city's range of action.
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The 1983 plan took account of this situation - and of the fact that the city seemed to have
reached the physical limits of its growth, with only few areas remaining for new development.
Due to the decrease of the average household size and the increase in average floor space
per capita it was necessary to stimulate residential building by a programme for mobilisation
of the seemingly last available land. But very soon, conditions changed again : an economic
upswing beginning in 1985, the new impulses caused by German unification and by
globalisation, and the unexpected availability of "brownfields" - such as redundant railroad
territory, the former airport and vacated military facilities - created a new situation.

Beginning in the early 1990s, a new approach to strategic planning was under discussion
which found its expression in the 1998 concept "Perspective Munich" - no longer a classical
comprehensive plan but a flexible, integrated set of guidelines, guideline-projects, and
priorities for urban development with a special emphasis on "interior development" - changes
in the city's built-up area taking advantage of newly disposable sites. The approval of this
"perspectivic plan" by the City Council in 1998 included the demand to report every second
year on actual development with the aim of evaluating the implementation and updating the
perspectivic view toward the future.

Olympic Games 1972

As first and most important event figured the Olympic Games of 1972. The opportunity to
become an Olympic city came unexpected in October 1965, only six months before the IOC
decision was made. The preparation of a well-founded application presenting an integrated
concept for “green, compact and cultural games”, usually a matter of years, could only be
managed in that short time since the development plan of 1963 formed a reliable basic
structure. The site was a nearly 300 hectare former airfield abandoned in the 1930s and
designated since by city planning as open space. It was situated in the neglected north of the
city, four kilometres from the centre and surrounded mainly by industrial and military uses.

One key problem was accessibility by public transport the improvement of which had been
on the agenda for a long time. Existing plans for a subway system had been held up by a
dispute between the city and the Federal Railroad over the location of a cross-city tunnel.
Now, under the immediate pressure of the forthcoming games, a decision was made;
considerable Federal and State subsidies contributed to preparing the Olympic site and the
infrastructure on time. Thus, the "event" has remarkably accelerated the creation of an
efficient urban rail network and the completion of the system of arterial ring and radial roads
also defined in the 1963 development plan. Even the realisation of the inner city pedestrian
precinct could be completed in time for the opening of the Games.

3. City railway network (1972)
               first subway lines (centre)

4. City railway and subway network (1999)
               realisation subway since 1983
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5.
Model of the olympic park
(architects Günter
Behnisch+Partner, landscape
architect Günther Grzimek) and
olympic village (architects Heinle,
Wischer and Partner, Wirsing and
Eckert)

Another important side effect was the construction of the Olympic village and of the
accommodation for reporters, resulting in two modern residential estates including student
quarters ready for use after the games. Together with the Olympic Park this development
brought a lasting positive impulse for the neglected north as a place to live, to work and to
spend leisure time.

Garden Exhibitions 1983, 2005

Two more urban improvements are connected with a different type of recurring events of
more than local importance: Garden Exhibitions on the international and national level.
Based on the 1965 general open space concept, for the International Garden Exhibition of
1983 (IGA), a new park of 60 hectares was created by landscape architect Peter Kluska,
Munich on a site occupied mainly by gravel pits, intersected by ring road and motorway, but
also surrounded by urban development. It became a very popular park especially for the
nearly 200.000 inhabitants of the surrounding quarters in the city's west.

6. First prize competition International Garden Exhibition IGA (1983) - Westpark,
    Landscape architect P. Kluska, Munich
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In 2005, the Federal Garden Exhibition (BUGA) will be held on the site of the former airport
east of the city which is being restructured into a mixed-use city quarter ("Messestadt Riem")
since 1992, when the airport moved 36 km northward to Erding.
It consists of the new Munich Trade Fair which had to be relocated from its narrow inner-city
site, a modern business quarter and a big housing area adjacent to a new landscape park
(landscape architect Gilles Vexlard, Paris) with more than 200 hectares, connected to the
surrounding landscape outside the city boundaries. In this case, the exhibition will make use
of the new development and its investment budget, reduce investment for the event itself and
thus is likely to enhance the image of the new quarter.

7.
City quarter "Messestadt
Riem" general plan - trade
fair and business activities
in the north, subway line in
the middle, mixed use,
housing and landscape park
in the south

Soccer World Championship 2006

In 2006, the Soccer World Championship Games will be held in Germany for the second time
(after 1974). The idea to adapt the Olympic Stadium to the FIFA requirements was ardently
discussed for years and tested through three alternative designs by Behnisch and Auer &
Weber, architects of the original stadium. In December 2000, this concept was abandoned
because it would have destroyed the world-renowned qualities of corresponding buildings
and park, meanwhile listed as heritage. Nearby locations had proved unacceptable due to
noise-pollution of adjacent residential areas. Instead a new soccer arena at the northern
periphery of the city will be built according the design of the Swiss architects Herzog & de
Meuron who won the competition among 8 international renowned architects.
Unlike the Olympic stadium, the soccer arena will be financed with over 200 million Euro by
private funds, but high infrastructure costs of app. 185 million Euro will be borne by Federal
Government, State and the City. Hopefully, the "side effects" of this project will help to
improve the quality and image of the area which had deteriorated through uncoordinated
development. Traffic infrastructures and the interconnection of isolated landscape elements
between protected heath-areas and the Isar valley are real advantages for the quality of this
peripheral district.
Still, this seemingly convincing solution has its severe problems since it will take soccer out
of the Olympic site which so far had been a major source of income needed for its
maintenance. Apart from the stadium and its effects, the decision of the FIFA organisation
committee to locate the main media centre for nearly 20.000 journalists and employees of
the event in Munich will cause a big leap forward toward the enlargement of Munich's new
trade fair and give a further impulse for the housing areas of the "Messestadt".
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8.
First prize competition soccer arena, architects
Herzog & de Meuron, Basel

Conclusions

The comparative analysis of these events and of the experiences gained in this context leads
to some conclusions :

1. Major events involving high investment, difficult locational decisions and new
priorities will only be successful if accepted and supported by municipal and state
authorities concerned as well as by a wide consensus, even enthusiasm, among
citizens - not just in the city council.
Apart from changing the material urban structure, events may enhance the city's
image to the outside world and strengthen civic identity within. Significant
architecture may contribute to this effect.

Example 1: Olympic Games 1972
City, State, and Federation created jointly a corporation for development and management of
the Olympic site. City Council had voted unanimously to apply for the games; broad
consensus and enthusiasm among citizens, lasting effect for the city's image also through
landscape features of the Olympic Park and architectural quality, especially the characteristic
tent roof integrating the built facilities.

The decision for the innovative roof construction bearing high risks for construction costs and
timetable proved to be successful in the end - taking into account the lasting identity values
and marketing effects of the emblematic architecture not only for Munich.
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9.  Sketches olympic site, architects Günter Behnisch+Partner, landscape architect Günther Grzimek, with Frei
Otto, Leonard and Andrä (roof)

Example 2: Soccer Championship 2006
The most suitable location - from the angle of general urban development policy - close to
the former Olympic site met with strong opposition on various grounds and thus proved not
feasible. The proposed alternative location and concomitant municipal engagement
in financing the infrastructure were, after controversial discussions, approved by public vote
in a referendum with more than two-thirds majority. City, State and Federation agreed on
sharing infrastructure costs.
Significant and technically innovative architecture at northern motorway entry into the city is
expected to contribute to Munich's image within and beyond Germany and to continue the
tradition of the Olympic buildings.

2. Major events must be based on existing physical, social, and organisational
structures in the city. Availability of spatial resources, politically accepted general
strategies, a range of choice for decisions are important preconditions. The pressure
toward keeping exact time limits may be helpful in resolving planning deadlocks or
conflicts of goals, and in accelerating the realisation of plans.

Example 1: Olympic Games 1972
Provision for safeguarding former airfield "Oberwiesenfeld" as open space through urban
development plan of 1963; existing considerations for its future use - television tower, hall for
ice sports, university sports grounds, student housing - could be integrated into the concept
for the Olympic site. Competition for general layout of sports facilities including "Olympic
Village" led to high standards for landscaping and architecture.
Time limit pressed for resolving conflict between City and Federal Rail on location of rail
tunnels through central area. Impulses especially for subway-system opened with 14 km in
1972 and enlarged up to 85 km today; many other improvements of traffic infrastructure
including the mid-orbital ring road and the pedestrian mall in the city centre would have been
realised much later without the Olympic Games.

Example 2: International Garden Exhibition 1983
Exhibition site was chosen on derelict ground designated for open space by urban
development concept and statutory land-use plan.
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Final design of Peter Kluska selected by national
competition resulting in high quality of realisation.
The IGA-event made it possible to realise this part
of the open space system, which had been on the
agenda for many years in rather short time and
with high standards: an artificial topography with
lakes and differences in height of up to 25m formed
a quiet and beautiful park on the former level piece
of land; 6000 big trees of 20-60 years age had
been planted within 5 years and gave the new
“Westpark” at the time of its opening the quality of
a 30 years old park.

10. Aerial photograph of the IGA Westpark (1983), before
opening

3. The success of events is also influenced by the specific "climate" of their time.
There are periods when economic conditions, political constellations and emotional
spirit are particularly favourable for such an innovative enterprise - in contrast to less
mobile situations. The aspect of time will also enter into the choice of locations which
should be guided by long-term strategies for urban development to allow for future
additions or changes; sometimes, however, even a seemingly sub optimal location
may offer, in the long run, unexpected opportunities.

Example 1: Federal Garden Exhibition BUGA 2005
Preparation, promoted by Mayor Christian Ude and Chief City Planner Christiane Thalgott,
coincided with a phase of prosperity in urban development; location appears ideal both in
conjunction with new urban quarter “Messestadt Riem” (fair, business, housing) and as a
new element of the green belt around the city; exemplary project of the principles for
Munich's development : "compact, urban, green". Due to its location on the periphery, the full
potential of the site can only be utilised in the long run, based on future regional co-
operation.

11.
First prize
competition (2000)
BUGA 2005 -
temporary gardens
landscape architect
Prof. Rainer
Schmidt, with
architect Reinhardt
Bauer and "Design
Affairs", Munich
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As 80% of the exhibition site are designated as a permanent landscape park this will
guarantee the high quality and good image of the new quarter and protect the area in the
long run against development pressure.

Example 2: Soccer Championship 2006
Preparations for soccer championship were influenced by dwindling financial resources and
competing communal demands for housing, social and cultural purposes. Heavy competition
between the biggest German cities to become one of the locations for Soccer World
Championship; Munich as home not only of two first league clubs, but of the president of the
organisation committee Franz Beckenbauer (“the Kaiser”) did not want to stay behind.
Alliance of Bavarian prime minister, mayor, presidents of soccer clubs and representatives of
local business community; public opinion at first split, finally broad acceptance - if only for
want of better alternatives. Despite narrow site with many restrictions, opportunities for
positive effects on open space quality of surrounding urban periphery. Possible synergetic
effects with projected leisure-, event- and disco-centre “Kunstpark Nord” for young people.
Positive effects on local economy and labour market based on high investment for arena,
infrastructure and media centre can be expected.

12.
Soccer Arena 2006 - a different type of artificial
landscape : pneumatic translucent plastic covering
with possible light-effects. Architects Herzog + de
Meuron, Basel

4. Comprehensive analysis of desired results and of further anticipated effects -
including unintended side effects - must be part of the concept from the beginning.
Lasting positive effects may extend from physical changes to institutional innovations
or artistic contributions. Planning strategies - for the public sector as well as for
public-private partnerships - must also be developed for coping with the situation
after the event which may involve certain negative aspects.

Example 1: Olympic Games 1972
Estimated investment of 520 Mio. DM increased up to 1035 Mio. DM, 50 % of which was
borne by Federation and “only” 25 % by the City. Though total investment had been
underestimated, long term total balance of the event for the city is positive, not at least by
“soft effects”, which can not be expressed in monetary terms. The peak position of Munich in
the ranking of cities in Germany and Europe is mainly based on the Olympic Games 1972.
Increasing rents and prices in the years of the pre-Olympic boom could not be avoided and
became a permanent challenge for the social balance in the city. The Urban Development
Plan of 1975 was intended also to cope with these post-boom problems.
From the beginning, the structural effects toward the development of the city's northern parts
- traffic infrastructure, sports grounds and green areas - were envisaged and included into
the strategy. City wide programmes for improvement of sports facilities in schools and
neighbourhoods and greening accompanied preparation of the Olympic sites to avoid envy
and imbalances between different parts of the city. The graphic design for the games by Otl
Aicher and examples of art in public space contributed to the image of the city; the new office
for "Olympics and Investment" within the city administration served as a forerunner for the
creation of an "Urban Development Office". The foundation of a joint transport company
(Münchner Verkehrsverbund - MVV) for a network of 4600 km of rail, underground, tram and
bus service and of the company for permanent management of the Olympic Parc - both as
private-law companies in public ownership - were institutional innovations.
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13. Aerial photograph of the olympic site 2001

Example 2: Federal Garden Exhibition BUGA 2005
Intensive cost benefit analyses - also in comparison with other garden exhibitions - showed
the advantage of a low ratio of investment in non-permanent parts. High investment in
permanent parts had already been secured as part of the budget for the new quarter
Messestadt Riem. Building and management by private-law company reduces amount of
investment by deduction of value added tax paid to contractors.

14. First Prize Competition (2000) BUGA 2005 - Details Temporary Gardens
Landscape Architect Prof. Rainer Schmidt, with Architect Reinhardt Bauer and "Design Affairs", Munich

High landscaping standards of the exhibition site (landscape architect Prof. Rainer Schmidt,
Munich) enhance quality and market value of adjacent Munich Trade Fair with business and
residential quarters; this central element of the exhibition is combined with more than
hundred open space projects - both temporary and permanent - in the city and the adjoining
counties, from bicycle ring around Munich to the restoration of historic canals in the north of
Munich.

Extensive landscape park - 200 hectares compared with 140 hectares of the famous
“Englischer Garten” of 1789 - and most of the partner projects within and around the city will
have lasting benefits for the aesthetic, ecological and social quality of life in the very densly
populated agglomeration of Munich. Co-operation between city and surrounding districts and
communities is strengthened by open-space projects of both real and symbolic value. Private
sponsoring as well as a newly founded association for promoting such projects will benefit
their realisation.
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15. BUGA 2005 - Partnerprojects in the region:
restoring the historic canal system, photograph:
U. Lamey

5. To safeguard lasting benefits from events, subsequent uses of buildings and
facilities provided for and adapted to the particular purpose of the event, must be
included from the beginning into strategies for planning and realisation. Here,
however, uncertainties must be accepted in view of unforeseeable future changes of
conditions or priorities. Sturdy and flexible concepts are most likely to prove
adaptable to such changes. Maintaining buildings and facilities in public ownership
will usualy offer best conditions for adaptation to future needs; in case of private
ownership, public influence should be secured through contracts and/or statutory
plans.

Example 1: Olympic Games 1972
At the Olympic site, subsequent uses for sports, as public park, for housing etc. were
planned from the beginning. Final of Soccer World Championship 1974 and many other
spectacular sports and cultural events took place in the Olympic Stadium. More than 5 million
visitors per year come to events and to the park and its permanent attractions (swimming,
ice-rink).
Northern Part with training fields had been foreseen and is in fact used since then as central
sports facilities for the university.
Federal funds of 130 Mio. DM secured maintenance and improvements including new roof
covering in the 1990s without heavy financial burdens for the city. Management company
and grounds owned by the municipality, so that quality and changes can be controlled by city
council. After the move of professional soccer matches to the new private soccer arena in
2005, the Olympic Park has to be adapted to other leisure and cultural events, which
guarantee a certain equivalent for the loss of rents from soccer clubs. Adaptation to new
uses is meanwhile impeded by listing of buildings and park as monuments as well as by a
critical public discussion of planned conversion of the original buildings designed by Günter
Behnisch – who also has a sort of veto as author of the buildings.
This unforeseen effect of quality and success of buildings and park leads to crucial decisions
in the next future: The Olympic Park has – apart from professional soccer – a special quality
attracting a wide range of public and low- or non-profit uses. But the present condition of the
30 years old installations and the flexibility for adapting them to the demands of profitable
events with some 50-100 thousand visitors are not fully satisfactory. Moreover, the market for
such profitable events has narrowed over the last years, since many cities in Germany and in
neighbouring countries realised arenas for big sports and entertainment events. For an “old
fashioned” place it is not easy to make enough acquisitions to earn the money needed for
maintenance and future development. Since also Munich is presently in a severe financial
crisis, city council is forced to cut subsidies for Olympic Park in the near future.
Nevertheless, possible changes, utilisation and free access to the park are controlled by the
city as 100% owner of the management company and safeguarded by statutory plans.
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Example 2: Soccer Championship 2006
Since the site of the arena remains in municipal property, the control of further development
can be based both on leasehold contracts and on statutory plans. Thus, the subsequent use
of the stadium by two first-league soccer associations ( which jointly established the
construction and management company ) was part of the original concept; uses other than
soccer games are limited both through the leasehold contract and through statutory planning.
Due to restricted space and a highly specialised building the flexibility for future adaption to
new demands may be smaller than that of Olympic Park. Besiedes contracts and statutory
plan, actual noise protection laws and special construction of the arena without movable solid
roof preclude the use of the arena for rock concerts, open air operas etc. in the later evening.
The private management company will have to finance capital and running costs by rent
income from VIP-lounges, business seats, entrance fees, advertising and sponsoring. Costs
for running and maintaining the infrastructure are borne by the city, as well as the loss of
rents for the Olympic Stadium.
The media centre for the 2006 games will be housed in newly built halls of 15.000 sqm at the
Riem Trade Fair which for the future would have been needed anyway; thus, construction
and management will be in the hands of the Trade Fair Company owned jointly by City and
State. Housing for press representatives and employees of the media centre can be realised
in the adjacent residential areas of the Messestadt Riem and will be absorbed quickly after
the event by the rather tight housing market in Munich.

6. Dealing with major events is obviously a telling example for a planning strategy
which has been named "perspectivic incrementalism" (K.Ganser) - in contrast both to
the unfulfilled ambitions of "comprehensive planning" and the defeatist concept of
"disjointed incrementalism". It implies the utilisation of given opportunities for the
promotion of general strategic goals - and thus requires a broad view of potentials for
future developments and a high flexibility in the constructive reaction upon emerging
opportunities.

* Thanks for contributions and discussion to the members of our Munich ISOCARP working party Uli
Bernard, Herbert Kallmayer, Uli Lamey and Gerhard Meighörner.
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